Dear AGMA Artists:

As you might be aware, during the COVID-19 crisis many AGMA signatory companies have asked AGMA artists that have been laid off to take part in digital content creation or other similar projects on a strictly volunteer basis.

As an artist in quarantine, you may have donated your time and creativity to these online projects. However, we understand many AGMA artists are just trying to stay afloat, or grow their own social media platforms, and may not have as much time, mental or physical energy, or even the desire to volunteer for such things. And that is okay.

Volunteering, by definition, is not mandatory. It is your own personal decision whether to take part in any digital projects while off contract. Your decision, either way, will not affect your job once you get back to work. AGMA will make sure of that.

Should you believe you are being pressured to contribute to certain projects please contact your AGMA staff representative immediately.